Abstract: Typical characteristics of remote sensing applications are concurrent tasks, such as those found in disaster rapid response. The existing composition approach to geographical information processing service chain, searches for an optimisation solution and is what can be deemed a "selfish"
Introduction
Web services "have a transformative effect on scientific communities, making tools which used to be merely accessible to the specialist available to all, and permitting previous manual data processing and analysis tasks to be automated" {Foster, 2008 #11215}. Web services optimization composition in terms of Quality of Service (QoS) properties, however, is a key problem{Menascé , 2002 #340}.
Concurrency of a large number of tasks often exists in Web services-based applications, especially in crisis-orientated management. However, when every task "selfishly" seeks for the optimum solution without considering the performance of the entire service system, such methods will result in conflicts between tasks because numerous concurrent tasks will compete for limited optimal resources. This means that many tasks will be assigned to the same optimal service at the same time, which results in the degeneration of processing service capability, and cause service quality decline in all (Table I ). queue model. In the queue model, every task 's space of arrival time follows the exponential distribution with the speed of , and every processed service time follows the exponential distribution with the parameter of ; therefore, every processing service time is{Gross, 1985 #11195}:
(1) To calculate the aggregation response time of the service chain, analysis should be carried out in sequential, parallel, branch, and iteration structures. Sequential structure represents the abstract services implemented by order; the iteration structure shows that the abstract services within will be re-implemented for times; the parallel structure states that the branched abstract services must be simultaneously carried; and the branch structure means there are branches, among which every branch is selected to be implemented according to the possibility .
Sequential structure. In the queue network, according to Burke's theorem{Bacon, 1994 #1218}, for the queue with the arriving rate of , the output is also a Poisson process with the rate of . That is to say, for all the processing services of the sequential structure, the arrival and departure processes follow the Poisson distribution. As a result, the computing method of the response time of the sequential structure is: (2) Where represents the total length of the sequential structure, and indicates the index of steps in the sequential structure (Figure 3 ). Parallel structure. In the parallel structure, every branch needs to be implemented; therefore, the arrival rate of every branch task is , based on Burke's theorem{Bacon, 1994 #1218}. The departure process of every branch also follows the Poisson distribution with the rate of (Figure 4) . Furthermore, in parallel structure, the total response time is determined by the longest parallel branch, i.e., the key path{Zhu, 2009 #11677}. As a result, to solve the response time of the parallel structure, the key path should first be solved, then the parallel structures serialized (Figure 4) . Hence, the computing method of the response time of the parallel structure is:
Where represents the number of parallel branches, and indicates the index of parallel structure branches. (3) Branch structure. Branch structure describes the possibility of execution route being selected, if there are branches, and every branch 's possibility of being chosen is and satisfies . Accordingly, the arrival rate of every branch task is . Based on Burke's theorem, the departure of every branch follows the Poisson distribution with the rate of ( Figure 5 ). Tasks are allocated to different branches with different possibilities in the branch structure; thus, we can still use the serialization method to calculate the response time ( Figure 5 ). The response time of the parallel structure is computed as: (4) Figure 5 . Response time computing model of branch structure.
(4) Iteration structure. Different from the loop peeling [6] and unfolding [10] methods, we consider the iteration structure as the feedback to execution in the queue model ( Figure 6 ). Even if it does not obey Poisson distribution inside the iteration structure, the behaviors of internal processing services can still be independent as because of the feedback. As a consequence, the iteration structure is still a part of the queue network. In accordance with Jackson theorem, presuming the internal arrival rate of the iteration structure is , the feedback possibility is , consequently: ,
And the response time in the iteration structure is: Under the circumstances of multitask concurrency, every processing service needs to simultaneously deal with different tasks; thus, for every processing, the arrival quantity of actual tasks is , and the entire expected response time of task is the aggregation formulas of every QoS dimension (TABLE II) . When it comes to cost and availability, the computing methods and materials are the same with {Zeng, 2004 #475}. Proof: Although cost aggregate function is mainly for summation calculation, and the availability function is for multiplication, these can be converted into summation calculations via logarithmic function. For the response time (excluding parallel structure), it is the maximum or minimum value calculation. However, after finding the key path, the maximum or minimum value calculation can still be converted to summation computation. Therefore, these calculations are linear structures and can be serialized.
The significance of the serialization lies in its removal of the different expressions of QoS indicator aggregate functions due to the difference in control structure, and in building a unified model. Presuming the service chain after serialization is , the general characteristics are not lost; let the length be (as the length of the service chain after being serialized), and the structure factor introduced to unify the expression.
Definition 1: Structure factor depicts the equalization value of the serialization of different control structures. 
Conclusion
A queue theory based response time computing method for web services chain is presented. It's a new way to calculate the response time for Web services chain, especially for concurrent tasks situation. In this paper, we model each services as M/M/1 queue, and we will introduce more complex queue model for more precision in the future work.
